A longstanding hypothesis is that some alcohol use problems (AUP) develop and are maintained through the "self-medication" of internalizing (INT; depression and anxiety) problems. However, their high rate of co-occurrence with one another and with externalizing (EXT; antisocial behavior and impulse control) problems obscures any causal association because EXT may account for the INT-AUP link. Using a large community sample, we estimated prospective effects of INT and EXT on AUP via latent cross-lagged mediation panel spanning 14 years from childhood (ages 9 -11) to young adulthood (ages 21-23). After adjusting for the cross-lagged, concurrent, and stability effects across factors, INT decreased AUP risk through its direct and indirect effects and increased AUP risk through shared variance with EXT. Between childhood and young adulthood, unique aspects of INT reduced risk for AUP while aspects of INT shared with EXT increased risk for AUP.
dictory temporal associations between INT and AUP have been documented (for review see Hussong, Ennett, Cox, & Haroon, 2017) , including: (a) INT increases risk for subsequent AUP symptoms (Boden & Fergusson, 2011; Crum et al., 2013; Kuo, Gardner, Kendler, & Prescott, 2006) ; (b) INT reduces risk for later AUP symptoms (Edwards et al., 2014; Maggs, Patrick, & Feinstein, 2008; Steele, Forehand, Armistead, & Brody, 1995) ; (c) INT has a weak or null effect on later AUP symptoms (Farmer et al., 2016) ; and (d) as a multifaceted construct different subcomponents of INT have different-even opposite-associations with AUP symptoms; for example, facets like negative emotionality increase risk for AUP while heightened inhibition reduces the likelihood of excessive alcohol use and related problems (Chassin, Flora, & King, 2004) . Below, we discuss how between-study variation in the level of control for third variables, measurement approaches, and sample differences in studies of on INT-AUP link may explain the lack of converging evidence. We then propose and fit a model that leverages key improvements on these issues to provide a stronger test of the association between INT and AUP.
Accounting for Alternate or Mediating Processes
The observed association between INT and AUP may be accounted for by the indirect influence of another variable associated with both factors (i.e., a relevant third variable). In particular, externalizing (EXT) problems-defined by disinhibited and antisocial behavior-are robust and reliable predictors of the onset, chronicity, and severity of AUP over the life span (Farmer et al., 2016; King, Iacono, & McGue, 2004; McGue, Iacono, Legrand, Malone, & Elkins, 2001) , and have a high rate of co-occurrence and share common processes with INT diagnoses (Krueger, 1999; Krueger & Markon, 2006; Lahey et al., 2012) . Despite the overlap between INT and EXT, EXT is not always controlled for in studies investigating the INT-AUP relationship such that the relative role of EXT and INT in predicting AUP is unclear. Namely, EXT may mediate or suppress the effects of INT on subsequent AUP (MacKinnon, Krull, & Lockwood, 2000) , necessitating its inclusion for testing the causal role of INT on AUP. First, EXT may mediate the association between INT and AUP wherein the putative influence of INT on AUP can be accounted for by EXT via an indirect path from INT to EXT to AUP (Sobel, 1990) . Omission of EXT in this case would artificially inflate the association between INT and AUP. Models that include EXT would, then, provide a more accurate evaluation of the INT-AUP relationship by correctly assigning the appropriate variance to the EXT mediator.
Alternatively, a third variable like EXT may operate as a suppressor variable, whereby its inclusion in a prediction model either increases the strength or changes the direction of the association between INT (i.e., the predictor) and AUP (i.e., the criterion; Paulhus, Robins, Trzesniewski, & Tracy, 2004) . In this case, the inclusion of EXT in the model would partial out the variance shared between the INT and EXT predictors (i.e., negative emotionality; Lahey et al., 2012; Tackett et al., 2013) and estimate the unique effects of INT on the AUP criterion (e.g., effect of greater inhibition or withdrawal). Therefore, inclusion of EXT may help to clarify the link between INT and AUP by refining measurement of the multifaceted INT construct.
Accounting for Development
Contradictory results regarding the temporal association between INT and AUP may also be related to the age at the time of measurement. That is, both phenomena have an initial onset followed by normative increases and decreases over the course of development. The initiation of alcohol use typically occurs in adolescence followed by a period of escalation through young adulthood to a more stable period during adulthood when drinking patterns are established (Chassin et al., 2004; Chen & Kandel, 1995; Johnstone, Leino, Ager, Ferrer, & Fillmore, 1996) . By contrast, INT disorders typically onset in late adolescence or young adulthood, when alcohol use has already been initiated and is typically escalating (Kessler et al., 2005) . However, most studies examining the association between INT and AUP cover the period of adulthood, when both phenotypes have emerged and putative relationships between them are established and ongoing. It is not surprising, then, that one prevailing theoretical model of their association is a bidirectional influence (Crum et al., 2013) or feed-forward vicious cycle (Kushner, Abrams, & Borchardt, 2000) in which the two phenomena interact to exacerbate one another over time (Fergusson, Boden, & Horwood, 2009; Hasin & Grant, 2002) . One problem with these models is that the prospective relationship between INT and AUP may be confounded by the stability of each over time. That is, the predictive utility of INT for subsequent AUP over and above previous AUP is not directly estimated. Such models are useful for mapping instantiated patterns unfolding in adulthood but do not account for how this dynamic developmental pattern emerges initially.
Models that cover the period before the initiation of alcohol use are needed to help elucidate the explanatory power of INT in these subsequent cycling patterns. Premorbid levels of INT as early as childhood may contribute to these early features of alcohol use that intercede the onset of clinically relevant AUP or INT disorders. Furthermore, modeling the influence of childhood INT on subsequent AUP is particularly important as the association during this period may have unique predictive value relative to other developmental periods. Specifically, childhood depression increases the chances that depression will recur (Kovacs, Obrosky, & George, 2016) and is associated with substantially more psychosocial problems in adulthood (Wilson, Hicks, Foster, McGue, & Iacono, 2015) along with augmenting helpless behavior in multiple contexts (Nolen-Hoeksema, Girgus, & Seligman, 1992) . Consequently, high levels of INT in childhood and adolescence may uniquely potentiate the risk for early alcohol use in adolescence, thereby increasing risk for AUP between adolescence and young adulthood. By contrast, INT problems in adulthood may contribute less to AUP insofar as patterns of alcohol use are typically instantiated by this period and adaptive strategies for managing emotional distress have had more time to develop.
The Present Study
In summary, while prior investigations have linked INT and AUP, the nature of this association remains unclear. Three key methodological improvements are needed to further explicate their association. First, estimates of the association typically focus on the period of peak prevalence for alcohol use, rather than focusing on the early effects of INT before alcohol use has begun. Second, subsequent temporal relationships between INT and AUP have not This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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routinely been tested using a prospective framework that estimates the effects of INT on AUP after controlling for the stability in each. Third, prior methodologies have not reliably accounted for the relative role of EXT-a factor that has substantial overlap with both INT and AUP-that may play a mediating or suppressing role on the association between INT and AUP. Therefore, a prospective analysis of the association between INT and AUP that spans childhood (i.e., the period before alcohol initiation) through young adulthood (i.e., the period of greatest risk for AUP) is needed to test the explanatory role of the self-medication hypothesis for AUP over and above concomitant influences of EXT. We utilized a sample enriched for risk for AUP to fit a latent cross-lagged mediation panel model (Selig & Preacher, 2009 ) that estimated the direct and indirect effects of INT on AUP after adjusting for EXT over 14 years from childhood into emerging adulthood (i.e., ages 9 -11 to ages 21-23). Models like these have three distinct advantages: (a) the temporal associations between INT and EXT and AUP are estimated after adjusting for the stability of each over the same developmental period, (b) the latent measurement model partitions true score variance from error variance, and (c) the model estimates the indirect effects of INT on AUP via the overlap between INT and EXT. Given the robust association between EXT and AUP and the paucity of studies controlling for EXT when estimating the association between INT and AUP, we hypothesized that EXT would mediate the effects of INT that increased risk for AUP. Additionally, we predicted that EXT would suppress the effects of INT on AUP such that unique aspects of INT (aspects of INT that are unrelated to EXT) would reduce risk for AUP. By contrast, we hypothesized that INT would not mediate the effects of EXT on AUP.
Method Sample
Participants were boys and girls enrolled in the Michigan Longitudinal Study (MLS), an institute review board (IRB) approved (IRBMED HUM00039806), family study of alcohol use problems conducted through the University of Michigan. Two ascertainment methods were used to recruit the initial sample: (a) men who were fathers of preschool children and cohabiting with the child's mother were identified via court-arrest records for male drunk drivers in a four county area in Michigan and (b) control families with the same parent-child structure where neither parent reported a lifetime AUD diagnosis recruited by canvassing the same neighborhoods where the families of the fathers with drunk driving charges resided. During the neighborhood canvass, additional families that included a father who met criteria for alcohol use disorder were identified and enrolled as well. These ascertainment methods led to study enrollment for 466 families (N ϭ 1,216 offspring, 453 female and 763 male). Demographics and clinical characteristics of the sample are presented in Table 1 . After enrollment, extensive in-home assessments were initially conducted when the child were 3-5 years old and thereafter at 3-year intervals. Rates of retention for any given follow-up assessment ranged from 80 -85%. This design afforded INT and EXT data before the initiation of alcohol use that is vital for establishing a temporal effect of early INT on AUP.
Assessment
Alcohol use problems. Starting at age 12, AUPs were indexed by the self-report (i.e., via the Drinking and Drug Use History Questionnaire; Zucker, Fitzgerald, & Noll, 1990 ) of the maximum drinks number of drinks in a 24-hr period and average alcohol drinks consumed per drinking episode covering the time since the last assessment. Not only are these indicators reliably associated with alcohol use problems, the large proportion of the sample with family history of AUD go on to develop AUD themselves (38% of sample reporting AUD by the age 21-23 assessment), ensuring that the full dimensional spectrum of alcohol problems is well represented by these continuous estimates of alcohol use. More important, symptoms of AUD were not included in estimates of externalizing problems (e.g., risk-taking or interpersonal difficulties) so as not to unnecessarily confound associations with the EXT factor.
Internalizing and externalizing problems. Subscales from the Achenbach Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL; Achenbach, 1991) and its corresponding Youth Self-Report (YSR) and Adult Self-Report (ASR) forms (Achenbach, 1997; Achenbach & Edelbrock, 1987) were used to measure INT and EXT across assessments from ages 12-14 to ages 21-23. For ages 9 -11, mother report on the CBCL was utilized as the measure of INT and EXT to estimate their influence on AUP at an age that typically precedes alcohol initiation. Test-retest reliabilities of item scores on the CBCL typically range from 0.95 at a 1-week interval to 0.84 at a 3-month interval. We modeled a latent INT factor using the Anxious/Depressed and Withdrawn/Depressed subscales as observed indicators. The somatic subscale in the childhood version of the Achenbach was omitted from the current analysis because of lack of a corresponding subscale in the youth and adult versions of the measure. A latent EXT factor was modeled using the Rulebreaking and Aggressive Behavior subscales. More important, items relevant to alcohol use were omitted from calculation of the EXT subscales. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
Analytic Plan
MPlus 7.0 (Muthén & Muthén, 2015) was used to fit a threetiered, latent, cross-lagged mediation model (see Selig & Preacher, 2009 ) with measurement models at 3-year intervals using a structural equation modeling approach. The cross-lagged mediation model extends the traditional mediation model iteratively across multiple periods of development (Selig & Preacher, 2009) . Figure  1 depicts hypothetical indirect effects of INT on AUP via EXT. One potential indirect effect is that the cross-lagged effect of INT t on subsequent AUP tϩ1 is accounted for by the cross-lagged influence of concurrent EXT t on subsequent AUP tϩ1 (Figure 1 , Diagram A). Another potential indirect effect is that the stability of INT from t to t ϩ 1 may influence AUP tϩ1 through concurrent EXT tϩ1 (Figure 1, Diagram B) . Next, the INT t on AUP tϩ1 effect may be mediated through its concurrent effects on EXT t , then through the effect of EXT t on AUP t , and finally through the stability of AUP t to AUP tϩ1 (Figure 1, Diagram C) . Finally, the effect of INT t on AUP tϩ1 may also be mediated through the effect of INT t on EXT t, then through the stability of EXT t to EXT tϩ1 , and Figure 1 . Diagrams of hypothetical direct and indirect effects between three-factors from time t to t ϩ 1. Note: The above diagram depicts four pathways through which externalizing (EXT) may mediate the relationship between internalizing (INT) at time t and alcohol use problems (AUP) at time t ϩ 1. Subfigures depict various specific indirect effects (dashed lines) for a single direct effect (solid black line). Gray lines depict parameters adjusting for auto-regressive stability, concurrent association, and alternate cross-lagged effects. In the full model, all effects depicted across subfigures A-D are estimated simultaneously to test the relative importance of each pathway in accounting for primary associations between the predictor (INT) and outcome (AUP). Significant indirect effects (i.e., significant effects along the dashed pathways) would suggest that EXT mediates the relationship between INT and AUP after controlling for the direct effect (i.e., solid black line) and control effects (i.e., gray lines). This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
finally from EXT tϩ1 to AUP tϩ1 (Figure 1, Diagram D) . More important, the cross-lagged mediation panel estimates these indirect effects over and above the stability of each factor over time (i.e., factors depicted in gray in Figure 1 ). We first fit a model estimating the effects of INT on AUP through EXT (i.e., EXT mediation), including gender as a covariate. The EXT mediation model included three types of structural regression estimates for developmental associations between INT, EXT, and AUP: concurrent effects (i.e., the correlation between two factors at the same time point, t), auto-regressive stability (i.e., the effect of a factor at one time point, t, on the same factor at the next time point, t ϩ 1), cross-lagged effects (i.e., the effect of one factor at time point, t, on a different factor at the next time point, t ϩ 1), and mediating effects (i.e., indirect cross-lagged effects). More important, the cross-lagged mediation framework estimates multiple mediating effects of EXT (Selig & Preacher, 2009) .
We fit an additional model estimating the effects of EXT on AUP through INT (i.e., an INT mediator model), also including gender as a covariate. Considering equivalent models (i.e., those that provide a comparably good fit to the data but estimate different associations) is not often done but can provide a critical opportunity to identify patterns of effects that are robust across multiple configurations of the estimated relationships (MacCallum, Wegener, Uchino, & Fabrigar, 1993) . The INT mediator model was expected to provide a nearly equivalent fit to the data and exhibit a pattern of negative indirect effects wherein INT consistently reduces the effects of EXT on AUP. That is, the direct effect of EXT was hypothesized to be the strongest positive predictor of subsequent AUP even after accounting for INT and the INT effect was expected to be negative because of suppression by EXT.
Model fit. The MLR estimator was used to account for skew in the data and observations clustered within family. Model fit was evaluated using several common indices: the mean-adjusted 2 , the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA), the Comparative Fit Index (CFI), the Tucker Lewis Index (TLI), and the standardized root-mean-square residual (SRMR). The mean adjusted 2 provides an estimate of overall fit for nonnormal data. The RMSEA provides an estimate of discrepancy in model fit per degree of freedom with values less than 0.08 and 0.05 indicative of adequate fit and very good fit, respectively. The CFI and TLI are incremental fit indices that exact a penalty for the complexity of the model where values above 0.90 indicate a good fit.
Results

Measurement Model
All factor loadings for latent variables in the measurement model were significant at the p Ͻ .001 level and exceeded 0.55 (supplemental Table 1 ). Additionally, loadings were generally consistent in magnitude across repeated longitudinal measurements. The zero-order correlation matrix is presented for the latent factors (see supplemental Table 2 ) across each of the five assessments. We detected a high degree of stability for each self-report factor over time: rs ranged from 0.45 to 0.82 for INT, 0.68 to 0.82 for EXT, and 0.43 to 0.65 for AUP, such that the factor at one time (t) was significantly associated with the same factor at the next assessment (t ϩ 1) and this association generally increased in magnitude with age. INT and EXT factors had large positive concurrent associations (rs ranged from 0.67 to 0.78).
EXT and AUP had moderate positive concurrent associations that remained relatively stable over time (rs ranged from 0.18 to 0.29). INT and AUP exhibited small, nonsignificant cross-sectional correlations (rs ranged from Ϫ0.01 to 0.08). Zero-order lagged correlations reflected the association between different variables over time (i.e., variable A t with variable B tϩ1 and the reverse, B t with A tϩ1 ). Self-reported EXT had moderate lagged associations with subsequent AUP (EXT t with AUP tϩ1 , rs ranged from 0.24 to 0.34) while AUP had a slightly weaker lagged association with subsequent EXT (AUP t with EXT tϩ1 , rs ranged from 0.18 to 0.29). Self-reported INT had little to no effect on subsequent AUP (INT t with AUP tϩ1 , rs ranged from Ϫ0.07 to 0.11) and this was consistent with the null associations observed between AUP and subsequent INT (AUP t with INT tϩ1 , rs ranged from Ϫ0.01 to 0.08). Self-reported INT had a large association with subsequent EXT (INT t with EXT tϩ1 , rs ranged from 0.38 to 0.62), as did selfreported EXT and later INT (EXT t with INT tϩ1 , rs ranged from 0.31 to 0.50).
Model Estimating EXT Mediation
The EXT mediator model (see Figure 2) exhibited good fit to the data ( 2 (326) ϭ 781.84; RMSEA ϭ 0.037; CFI ϭ 0.92; TLI ϭ 0.91; SRMR ϭ 0.072). Significant temporal stability in each latent factor was detected such that earlier levels of INT, EXT, and AUP predicted later levels of each. For INT, initial report from mothers at ages 9 -11 had a small but significant association with subsequent self-reports of INT at ages 12-14. From ages 12-14 to ages 21-23, we detected medium to large effects for stability in self-reported INT. Additionally, the effect sizes for the stability of self-reported INT increased with age (␤ Age12-14 ϭ 0.34 to ␤ Age21-23 ϭ 0.55). INT had a consistently large, positive association with concurrent EXT (␤s ranged from 0.49 to 0.75) and EXT in turn had a consistently moderate positive association with concurrent AUP (␤s ranged from 0.30 to 0.37). While controlling for these concurrent and stability effects, the direct cross-lagged effects of INT on AUP were consistently negative such that higher INT was associated with fewer subsequent AUPs, especially from ages 12-14 to ages 18 -20 (␤s ranged from Ϫ0.28 to Ϫ0.31). By contrast, the direct cross-lagged association between EXT and AUP was positive but only statistically significant from ages 12-14 to ages 15-17 (␤ ϭ 0.31, p Ͻ .01).
Estimates of the total direct and indirect prospective effects of INT on AUP are presented in Table 2 as effects from one time point (t) to the next (t ϩ 1). EXT fully mediated the effects of INT on AUP at ages 18 -20, as evidenced by the presence of significant indirect effects of INT on AUP via EXT during that in the absence of a significant direct effect. Additionally, EXT also partially mediated the effects of INT on AUP from ages 12-14 to ages 15-17. More important, the indirect effect of INT t on AUP tϩ1 through EXT was positive while the direct effect of INT t on AUP tϩ1 was negative after adjusting for concurrent EXT. The negative effect of INT t on AUP tϩ1 after adjusting for EXT indicates a suppressor effect wherein the unique proportion of variance of INT (i.e., the aspects of fear and withdrawal that are not shared with EXT) reduced the risk This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
for subsequent AUP and the shared variance increased risk for subsequent AUP (e.g., negative affect). As depicted in Figure 1 and reported in Table 2 , indirect effects were distributed across multiple, specific pathways linking INT and AUP. For instance, from ages 12-14 to ages 15-17, the strongest indirect effect from INT at ages 12-14 to AUP at ages 15-17 operated through the concurrent association between INT and EXT at ages 12-14 and then through the cross-lagged effectsof EXT at ages 12-14 on subsequent AUP at ages 15-17 (i.e., INT t ¡ EXT t ¡ AUP tϩ1 , ␤ ϭ 0.23, p Ͻ .01). Additional, smaller specific indirect effects with AUP were detected through a more protracted sequence of effects (e.g., INT t ¡ EXT t ¡ EXT tϩ1 ¡ AUP tϩ1 ). The presence of these indirect effects indicates that EXT provided a partial account of the developmental relationship between INT and AUP. Figure 3 presents results from the INT mediator model wherein INT is included as a mediator of the effects of EXT on AUP. The INT mediator model also exhibited good fit ( 2 (326) ϭ 817.91; RMSEA ϭ 0.038; CFI ϭ 0.92; TLI ϭ 0.90; SRMR ϭ 0.076), indicating that this model also provides a viable account of associations between the latent factors that should be compared with the pattern of effects in the EXT mediator model. EXT had a consistently moderate to large, positive association with concurrent INT. INT had a consistently small, negative concurrent association with AUP from ages 9 -11 to ages 21-23. However, only the concurrent INT and AUP relationships at age 12-14 was significant (␤ ϭ Ϫ0.19, p Ͻ .01). EXT had a consistently positive, crosslagged relationship with AUP from ages 9 -11 to ages 21-23, with higher levels of EXT predicting higher levels of AUP between ages 12-14 and ages 15-17 and again between ages 18 -20 and ages 21-23. By contrast, INT had consistently significant, negative crosslagged effects on AUP from ages 9 -11 thought ages 18 -20 such that higher levels of INT predicted lower AUP.
Model Estimating INT Mediation
Estimates for the total direct and indirect prospective effects of EXT on AUP mediated through INT are presented in Table  2 . INT fully mediated the early effects of EXT on AUP via a significant, negative indirect effect (and absence of significant s direct effect) from age 9 -11 to age 12-14 (␤ ϭ Ϫ0.15, p Ͻ .05) and again from age 15-17 to age 18 -20 (␤ ϭ Ϫ0.19, p Ͻ .001). The total indirect effect of EXT on AUP through INT from age 9 -11 to age 12-14 was fully mediated through the specific indirect pathway of EXT t ¡ INT t ¡ AUP tϩ1 (␤ ϭ Ϫ0.15, p Ͻ .05), indicating that childhood INT reduced risk for problems with alcohol in early adolescence. By contrast, mediation occurred through another pathway (EXT t ¡ INT t ¡ AUP t ¡ AUP tϩ1 ) from age 15-17 to age 18 -20 (␤ ϭ Ϫ0.05, p Ͻ .01), indicating that adolescent INT reduced risk for problems with alcohol in young adulthood. Additionally, INT partially mediated the link between EXT and AUP from age 12-14 to age 15-17 (␤ ϭ Ϫ0.22, p Ͻ .05) and again from age 18 -20 to age 21-23 (␤ ϭ Ϫ0.20, p Ͻ .05). The pattern of negative indirect effects of EXT on AUP through INT This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
indicates that unique aspects of INT likely reduce the risk for AUP posed by EXT.
Discussion
We used a latent cross-lagged mediation model spanning childhood, adolescence, and young adulthood to map the direct and indirect temporal associations among INT, EXT, and AUP to determine the relative role each plays in the emergence of AUP. After controlling for the cross-lagged and concurrent effects of EXT along with the stability of AUP, the unique direct effect of INT was associated with decreased risk for later AUP. Though there was a small, positive zero-order association between INT and AUP, inclusion of EXT in the model resulted in a moderate This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
negative association between INT and AUP. That is, EXT operated as a suppressor variable of the direct effect of INT on AUP. During the period between childhood and young adulthood, EXT also consistently mediated the relationship between INT and AUP via multiple indirect pathways, thereby accounting for variance in AUP over and above the influence of internalizing symptoms. A model estimating the mediating role of INT in the EXT-AUP temporal association confirmed that INT also consistently reduces the risk EXT poses for subsequent AUP, as evidenced by a negative mediating role. Despite the preponderance of underlying negative emotionality that INT and EXT measures often share (Tackett et al., 2013) , results from the current study suggest that both the shared and unique variance of these two factors contributed to AUP outcomes from childhood through young adulthood. Specifically, the presence of a suppressor effect detected in the current model provides evidence that the variance shared by INT and EXT (i.e., distress/ negative emotionality) and unique to EXT (e.g., impulsivity and behavioral disinhibition) both increase risk for subsequent AUP while the variance that is unique to INT (i.e., fear/withdrawal) decreases that risk. That is, an adolescent with above average levels of fear and withdrawal may be less vulnerable to developing alcohol use problems because of inhibition that reduces early risk taking and social engagement with peers who increase access to and facilitation of alcohol use. By comparison, a less fearful adolescent with concomitantly heightened levels of irritability and negative affect may reduce connections with prosocial peers and increase likelihood of affiliation with more deviant groups who promote early risk taking and use of alcohol to cope with negative emotions, thereby posing risk for earlier onset of alcohol use problems.
While the current study provided a critical test of the relative role of INT and EXT risk for AUP, it was not without certain limitations. First, indicators were limited to two key factors that have a robust developmental association with AUP. Other variables might account for their influence or have an independent effect on AUP. Additionally, the sample was largely comprised of White individuals at elevated risk for developing substance use problems, limiting the generalizability of the results to the broader population and other racial/ethnic groups. Additionally, crosslagged panels estimate the distal effects between variables as if they are mediated via proximal effects (i.e., the influence of INT at age 12-14 on AUP at age 18 -20 was indirectly modeled through the influence of INT and AUP at age 15-17). While these negative adaptations appear to cascade from one developmental period to another-as evidenced by strong stability effects detected for each factor-distal influences of risks emergent during key developmental windows (i.e., childhood) may not be optimally tested this way.
Despite these limitations, the current model provided an important test of the joint role that INT and EXT may play in AUP from childhood through adulthood. Some unique strengths of the study included examining the associations among these problems early in development before drinking has typically been initiated (Babor et al., 1992; Clark, Kirisci, & Tarter, 1998; Cloninger, 1987; R. Zucker, 1994 ) and a sample that covered a broad spectrum of clinically relevant problems in each focal area (i.e., higher mean levels of INT, EXT, AUP evident for the high-risk sample). From this work it is evident that the prevention of alcohol use problems may require strategic intervention in another domain (e.g., behavioral disinhibition or negative emotionality), earlier in development and that some features of INT may serve to reduce risk for AUP. To extend the benefits of this work, future research should apply other sophisticated modeling techniques for estimating how interindividual variation in these effects and whether the interaction between INT and EXT accounts for heterogeneity in AUP outcomes. First, INT may play a unique role in the development of AUP and other addictive behaviors for individuals in some subgroups (e.g., females as compared to males; Foster, Hicks, Iacono, & McGue, 2015) and typologies (e.g., "adult onset" or "negative affect" typologies; Hussong, Jones, Stein, Baucom, & Boeding, 2011) . Second, a contingent of people with high levels of INT in the absence of concomitant EXT problems or those with a family history of AUP may acquire AUP via an alternate pathway. Understanding interindividual variation in these effects and the extent to which they interact over time to account for AUP will be a critical step in developing increasingly effective treatments for AUP.
